• 7 durable plastic folders - 1 of each of the following colors:
  (purple - literature, orange - SS, green - science, blue - math, yellow - health,
   black - writing, red - take home)
• 6 composition notebooks - 1 of each of the colors to match the folders
  (purple, orange, green, blue, yellow, red)
• 2 black and white composition notebooks
• 2 one-inch binders (one black, one green)
• 1 flash drive
• Ear buds
• 5 pkgs. of 3x3 post-its
• 2 pkgs. Black pens
• 2 pkgs. Blue pens
• 2 boxes Ticonderoga pencils, sharpened
• 1 pkg. loose leaf paper
• 1 pencil case
• 1 ruler with Metric and Customary measurements
• 1 pencil sharpener
• 1 pkg. adhesive labels
• 3 sharpies
• 3 highlighters
• 2 graph paper notebooks with small margins
• 3 glue sticks
• 2 correction tapes (not fluid)
• 1 pkg. pencil top erasers